ABSTRACT In CT image reconstruction, the limited angle problem is an ill-posed problem. To solve this ill-posed problem, the total variation (TV) regularization has been widely used in image reconstruction. In recent years, an algorithm based on TV regularization and alternating direction multiplier method has been proposed and named as ADTVM. ADTVM can reconstruct high-quality images for the limited angle problem. However, ADTVM just considers the homogeneity of image at different directions. In real application, image possesses different properties at different directions. Therefore, we construct an adaptive weighted TV (AwTV) regularization and propose the ADM-AwTV method on the basis of ADTVM. ADM-AwTV is an iterative image reconstruction method which can reveal the anisotropy of image, adaptively. In each iteration, the weights of different directions can update according to the last reconstruction image. Experiments on two simulation images and one real projection data show that the proposed method achieves better reconstruction results than the other iterative image reconstruction methods such as ART-TV and ADTVM for the limited angle problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) is a technique that uses a special device to collect projection data from an object, and then a reconstruction algorithms is used to obtain a tomographic image of the object [1] - [3] . The CT image, which is used to detect the internal structure of target object without damage [4] , [5] , is differ from the nature image, the multispectral image and the hyperspectral image that just can obtain the surface information of target object [6] - [10] . For the image reconstruction algorithms, they can be divided into two categories including analytical reconstruction and iterative reconstruction [11] . The analytic algorithm needs the completeness of the projection data that must be enough collected by the CT devices [12] , [13] . The filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm is a classic analytic method that can quickly and accurately reconstruct the image with the sufficient projection data [14] - [16] . However, in real application, the CT devices are often affected by various factors such as device characteristics, X-ray dose, special requirements, etc., which cannot collect complete projection data, that is to say, they can only obtain the projection data at incomplete angles. The analytic algorithms with incomplete angles often result in the artifacts with different shapes, which seriously affect the quality of reconstructed image [17] , [18] . Therefore, the iterative algorithms were proposed to reconstruct image with the incomplete projection data in 1970s [19] - [21] . These algorithms can be used to eliminate the artifacts with different iterative steps, such as ART (algebraic reconstruction technique) [22] and MLEM (maximum likelihood expectation maximization) [23] , [24] . However, these methods cost much running time for the large number of iterations.
In recent years, the compressive sensing (CS) theory has been widely used in signal or image reconstruction [25] - [30] . For the signal reconstruction, we can use a few information to well recover the signal, and some classic methods includes orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [31] , orthogonal least squares (OLS) [32] , and l p -minimization problem [33] . For the image reconstruction, the discrete image with a small amount of sampling can be accurately recovered with a CS algorithm, such as prior image constrained CS (PICCS) and its improved methods [34] - [36] . The total variation (TV) minimization is a regularization method that uses the idea of CS theory [37] - [39] . TV is often used to optimize various image reconstruction algorithms in recent years [40] - [43] . Shahid et al. [44] and Wang et al [45] proposed some total variation methods based on the graph structures, and these methods achieved satisfactory results for tomographic reconstruction. Wang et al. [46] designed a reweighted anisotropic TV to better solve the limited-angle CT image reconstruction. Chen et al. [47] generated a dynamic PET image reconstruction method based on the low-rank and sparse matrix decomposition. Du et al. [48] , Wang [49] , and Wang et al. [50] proposed a sparse optimization algorithm that combines the total variation minimization and the alternating direction method, termed ADTVM. With the idea of alternating direction [51] - [54] , ADTVM divides the image reconstruction problem into several sub-problems. Firstly, the TV model [55] - [57] is transformed into an equivalent optimization problem with constraint through variable substitution. Then, the augmented Lagrange multiplier method is used to decompose the original problem into two sub-problems for obtaining analytic solution. Finally, the alternating direction method is used to minimize the augmented Lagrangian function and obtain a reconstruction image. ADTVM can obtain better image for the limited angle problem. However, the algorithm considers that the image possesses the same property in different directions, which cannot effectiveness representation the differences of different direction.
In recent years, many reconstruction algorithms based on new TV regularization have been proposed [46] , [58] , [59] . To reveal the anisotropy of image, we improved the TV regularization in ADTVM and proposed an adaptive weighted TV algorithm based on ADMTV, called ADM-AwTV. This method possesses different weights in different directions, and the weights are adaptively obtained from each iterative image to represent different properties of image in different directions. With the improvement of TV model, some experiments for multiple image reconstruction demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can obtain better reconstructed accuracy and faster convergence speed in limited angles compared with two related methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we summarize some related theories including compressed sensing, TV regularization, ADMM. Then, the proposed ADM-AwTV method is descripted in Section III. In Section IV, some experiments are conducted on two phantom images and one real projection data, and some classical algorithms is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for the limited angle problem. Finally, in Section V, we draw the conclusions of this paper as well as an outlook for the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first introduces the basic theoretical knowledge about CS used in CT image reconstruction. Then, we introduces the TV regularization and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to generate the ADTVM method.
A. COMPRESSIVE SENSING (CS)
In 2006, Donoho [60] proposed the theory of compressed sensing. The theory considers that a signal can be recovered by a small number of samples that are very sparse in high probability and accurately with a series of operations. In medical CT, the compressed sensing technique can shorten the acquisition time of projection data, so that the patients are just exposed to X-rays in a shorter time. Therefore, with the CS reconstruction methods, the diagnosis process is safer and more reasonable, and the data storage space and the transmission time will be reduced.
According to CS, the image reconstruction method can be defined as the following minimum problem a constraint.
where is the sparse transform and f is the vector of the target image. The matrix W is a system matrix describing the X-ray projection measurements. p is the line integral value sampled by the device-the projected sinogram vector in CT. Since CS image reconstruction is to reconstruct the sparse image possessing the minimized l 1 norm, it is necessary to find a sparse transform to sparsely represent the information of an image. There are three types of sparse transform methods including DCT (discrete cosine transform), DWT (discrete wavelet transform), and DGT (discrete gradient transform).
In CT image reconstruction, the image approximately tends to the characteristics of continuous slices, in which the gradient of the image is sparse, so that we can use the DGT to represent the reconstructed image, and the minimized total variation of the image is used to restore the image with high probability and accuracy.
B. TOTAL VARIATION (TV) REGULARIZATION
Regularization is essentially to address an ill-posed objective function, which adds a regular term after this function to make the ill-posed problem become well-posedness. Image reconstruction is an inverse problem, while the image reconstruction based finite angle is an ill-posed problem. Therefore, the finite reconstruction problem can be effectively solved by using regularization.
The linear equations for image reconstruction can be represented as the following.
Generally, the solution can be obtained by Wf − p 2 . However, this problem for the finite angle is ill-posed. Therefore, a penalty is added after the objective function to obtain a well-posed objective function, and the function can be denoted as the following.
where α > 0 is the regularization parameter. (f ) is the regularization function and can be defined as TV.
where TV is the integral of the gradient value of image. π f is the range of image. f x and f y are the partial derivative of image.
C. ADMM
ADMM was proposed in the 1970s, and it was originally used to solve partial differential equations. In 2011, Boyd et al. [61] demonstrate that ADMM is suitable for the optimization of large-scale distributed problems. It has been widely used in machine learning for the convex optimization problems with constraints. ADMM can divide a large problem, which is difficult to obtain the optimized solution, into several subproblems. Then the solution of the original problem can be obtained by solving these sub-problems, alternately. ADMM is an augmented Lagrangian multiplier method. Therefore, an augmented Lagrangian function can be constructed, and the alternating direction is used to solve the function. For example, a convex optimization problem can be expressed as:
The Lagrangian function for this problem is:
To solve this problem without the alternating direction method, the Lagrangian function can be solved as follows:
After using the alternating direction method, the optimized problem can be divided into the following sub-problems:
According to the TV regularization, the optimization function can be denoted as the following with a constraint.
where ε is a constant indicating the error between the computational projection data and the real projection data. For the TV optimization problem, it is very difficult to find the optimization solution. To address this problem, the TV model can be transformed as a sparse optimization problem with two difference operators. The alternating direction method can be used to solve the sparse optimization algorithm and the ADMTV method can be constructed. Therefore, the TV optimization problem can be represented as:
where D i is the difference operator matrix in a direction. Let u i = D i f , and the sparse optimization problem can be denoted as:
The Lagrangian function of the sparse optimization can be constructed as follows:
where β i and µ are the parameters to control the weight, and v i and λ are two Lagrangian multipliers vectors. According to ADMM, the Lagrangian function can be divided into ''u-subproblem'' and ''f -subproblem'' by separating the variables u i and f .
The ''u-subproblem'' can be solved using the iterative soft thresholding function. The ''f -subproblem'' sets the partial derivative of f to zero. Then, the optimization solution can be obtained by updating u i , f and two Lagrangian multipliers v i and λ, alternately. VOLUME 6, 2018
III. METHODOLOGY
For the ill-posed problem in CT image reconstruction, the classical method is to add a regularization term. The ADTVM algorithm combines the TV regularization and the ADMM method, which has a good effect for the limited angle problem. This method just considers the image has the same property in different directions. However, in real image, it generally possesses different properties in different directions. Therefore, we can set different weights in different directions to reveal the anisotropy of image. To adaptively represent the anisotropy, we propose the ADM-AwTV method by obtaining the weights of different directions, adaptively.
A. AWTV REGULARIZATION
According to the TV regularization, the difference operators of the TV model has the same value, which indicates that this TV model possesses the isotropy for the reconstructed image. To represent the anisotropy of image, we propose an adaptive weighted TV for image reconstruction, and the AwTV can be defined as the following.
where A x and A y are the adaptive weights of x-direction and y-direction. To reduce the computational complexity, we use the summation of the absolute of different difference values in different directions to simplify the AwTV model, and we can obtain the new representation of AwTV.
For the discrete model, the AwTv can be denoted as the following.
where i is the difference direction. A i is a diagonal matrix and its diagonal elements denote the adaptive weights. D i is the difference operator matrix. For a 2-dimension image, each diagonal value in the adaptive matrix is defined as:
where the weight function can be denoted as
where σ is a parameter to control the smoothness of edge and the resolution of the reconstructed image. If σ is too large, the weights may tend to have the similar value, and the quality of reconstruction image based AwTV will be similar to the normal TV. If σ is too small, the weights may be very small in a direction, and the reconstruction image may generate some artifacts. Therefore, it is very important to select a proper value.
B. ADM-AWTV MODEL
According to AwTV and ADMTV, we combine AwTV and ADMM to construct the ADM-AwTV method. The objection function can be denoted as:
where D 1 and D 2 denote two difference operator matrices on the horizontal and vertical directions. A 1 and A 2 are the adaptive weights on the horizontal and vertical directions.
, the objective function of (21) can be rewritten as the following.
where B i is the adaptive weighted difference operator, which can reveal the anisotropy of reconstruction image.
C. OPTIMIZATION
For the optimization problem of the ADM-AwTV, we can use ADMM to obtain the optimized solution. Let u i = B i f , the problem of (22) can be denoted as
With this sparse optimization problem, we can construct the Lagrangian function of (23) as:
where β i and µ are the parameters. v i and λ are two Lagrangian multipliers vectors.
With the Lagrangian function, we can divide the sparse optimization problem of (24) into two subproblems, and they can represented as
To obtain the optimized solution, we adopt the alternate iteration method to solve the subproblems. For the ''u-subproblem'', we use the iterative soft thresholding function to solve the l 1 optimization problem, which is a shrinkage operator shrinkage(u, a) = max{|u| − a, 0}sign(u), where sign(u) is the sign function. Then, we can obtain the (k + 1)-th iteration of (25) .
For the ''f -subproblem'', we set the partial derivative of f to zero, and the iteration function of (26) can be denoted as:
For the Lagrangian multipliers vectors of (24), the updating in each iteration can be represented as:
For the adaptive weighted difference operator of (22), the updating is defined as:
The adaptive weights of (18) and (19) are denoted as the following updating.
where g k+1 is the 2-dimension form of f k+1 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the ADM-AwTV algorithm under several limited angles.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we will compare the proposed method with several other algorithms based on TV regularization including ART-TV and ADTVM, and the algorithms are conducted with the toolbox from http://web.eecs.umich.edu/∼fessler/irt/irt/. At the same time, we will conduct some experiments on two simulation images and a real projection data. All the algorithms in the experiment were programmed using MATLAB language. The running software was MATLAB R2017b, and all experiments use the fan beam to obtain the projection matrix.
A. EVALUATION INDEX
In the simulation experiment, we use the Shepp-Logan phantom constructed by the computer as the original image (ground truth), and input the sinusoidal image generated by the phantom to each reconstruction algorithm. To evaluate the reconstruction effect of each algorithm, we calculate the root mean square error (RMSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and structural similarity index (SSIM) between the reconstructed image and the original image [55] . The root mean square error is defined as follows:
where N is the total number of pixels in the original image, x i_rec and x i_ori represent the i-th pixel values of the reconstructed image and the original image, respectively. The smaller the RMSE value is, the reconstructed image is closer to the original image, and the better the reconstruction result is. The PSNR is defined as follows:
where n is the gray level of the image, it is 256 in general. The larger the PSNR value is, the reconstructed image is more similar to the original image. The definition of SSIM is as follows:
where µ A and µ B are the average pixel values of the reconstruction image and the original image, respectively. σ A and σ B are the variances of the reconstruction image and the original image, respectively. σ AB is the covariance between the reconstruction image and the original image. c 1 and c 2 are the constants used to stabilize the formula, and
L is the dynamic range of pixel values, k 1 = 0.01, k 2 = 0.03. The value of SSIM is from 0 to 1. If the value is closer to 1, the reconstructed image has more similar structure to the original image.
B. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
The system parameters that need to be used in the simulation experiment are listed in Table 1 . 
1) SIMULATION IMAGE 1
To compare the reconstruction quality of various algorithms, we can obtain the reconstruction image at three limited angles including 90 • , 120 • and 150 • , and the results are shown in Figure 1 . According to Figure 1 , the classic ART-TV algorithm has serious artifact in the reconstruction image at the limited angle of 90 • . With the increasing of angle, the degree of artifact will gradually decrease, and the artifact is not completely eliminated even when the angle is increased to 150 • . Compared with ART-TV, the reconstruction effect of ADTVM at limited angles has a certain improvement, but the reconstruction image still has artifacts at different limited angles. This artifacts also decrease when the scan angle increases.
When the limited angle reaches 150 • , the reconstruction image just has slight artifacts. Under the same limited angles, the proposed ADM-AwTV method shows the best reconstruction results than the other methods, because ADM-AwTV considers the anisotropy of image and constructs the adaptive weights on different directions.
To analyze the results of each algorithm, Table 2 shows the RMSE of each reconstruction image at different limited angles with 100 iterations. According to Table 2 , 3, and 4, the RMSE of ADM-AwTV is significantly smaller than ART-TV and ADTVM under the same limited angles, because AwTV can better reveal the anisotropy of image than the traditional TV. In addition, the PSNR and SSIM of ADM-AwTV are also superior to other two algorithms. Figure 2 shows the RMSE of three algorithms with respect to the number of iterations at limited angles of 90 • , 120 • , and 150 • with 100 iterations.
In Figure 2 , it can be clearly seen from the partial enlarged detail that our method has faster convergence characteristics than the other algorithms. The RMSE decreases with the increasing of the number of iterations, and the ADM-AwTV has the smallest RMSE compared with ART-TV and ADMTV.
The center profile contrast experiment is usually used to compare the difference between the reconstructed image and the original image, and the center profile includes transverse center profile and longitudinal center profile. Figure 3 shows the center profiles of the reconstruction image in Figure 1 . The results show the center profiles of the proposed method is the best similar to the original center profile at different limited angles. 
2) SIMULATION IMAGE 2
To further reveal the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we used another simulation image to conduct the experiment and termed it as simulation experiment 2. We also uses three limited angles, including 90 • , 120 • , and 150 • , to perform the image reconstruction with different methods in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , with the increasing of the scanning angle, the artifacts are gradually weakened. When the scanning angle is small, the reconstruction results of ART-TV have serious artifacts, and even the limited angle is 150 • , there still exists a large number of artifacts in the reconstruction image. The ADMTV and ADM-AwTV methods generate better results than ART-TV in all conditions. Under the limited angle of 150 • , ADM-AwTV and ADMTV obtains the similar reconstruction image. However, the reconstruction image of ADM-AwTV is superior to ADMTV and there is almost no artifacts for ADM-AwTV at the small scanning angle of 90 • , which indicates that the proposed method has better performance of image reconstruction under a small scanning angle. To analyze the quantitative results, Table 5 , 6 and 7 display the RMSE, PSNR and SSIM of each image reconstructed algorithm at different limited angles with 100 iterations.
From Table 5 , 6, and 7, we can draw the same conclusion as the simulation image 1. The reconstruction result of ADM-AwTV is better than that of ART-TV and ADTVM in most conditions. To better show the difference between the reconstruction and the original image, the center profiles of Figure 4 are shown in Figure 6 . The center profiles of ART-TV method exists a larger difference than that of the original image. The proposed method generates the best similar transverse and longitudinal center profiles to the ground truth image.
C. REAL PROJECTION DATA
For the difference of the projection data of the simulation image, the real projection data is obtained by scanning the real object with the CT system. The real projection data of this paper is from the scanning of a certain mechanical component with the industrial CT system. Therefore, the parameters of the CT system are different from the system parameters used in the previous simulation experiments, and the system parameters are listed in Table 8 . The projection datum of the limited angles are extracted from the completed sonogram that is obtained by selecting 1024 angles at equal intervals under the scanning angle of 360 • for a real mechanical component with an industrial CT system, and the size of the projection data is 1024×1024. For the limited angle problem, we continuously select some angles from the 1024 angles according to the ratio of different In Figure 7 , it shows the reconstruction results of the three algorithms with 100 iterations at different limited angles. From the reconstruction results, it can be seen that the reconstruction results of ADTVM and ADM-AwTV are better than that of ART-TV under the same limited angle. ART-TV has larger black artifacts at a limited angle, which seriously affects the quality of reconstructed images. The proposed ADM-AwTV method has better edges and weaker artifacts at the limited angles of 90 • and 150 • , especially in the outer edge regions of the mechanical component.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a CT image reconstruction algorithm based on ADMM and AwTV regularization and test the algorithm for the limited angle problem. Our algorithm is an improved algorithm of ADTVM, and we construct an adaptive weighted TV model which can adaptively reveal the anisotropic of image. In each iteration, the weights on different directions can update based on the last reconstruction image. The experiments on two simulation images and a real projection data demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has better reconstruction result than other algorithms for the limited angle problem. Although the proposed method achieves better results on the simulation image, it doesn't generate an obvious superiority for the real projection. Therefore, we will further improve the robustness of the TV model for the future. She is currently an Associate Professor with the National Engineering Research Center for Multimedia Software, Wuhan University. Her research interests are audio signal classification, speech separation, and image processing.
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